Samsung adds the new Galaxy A21s to the Galaxy A family
Featuring an Infinity-O Display, a quad camera and a vibrant new design

Schwalbach/Ts. – May 15, 2020 – Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. today revealed the new
Galaxy A21s smartphone, adding enhanced features and innovations to the popular Galaxy
A series. Equipped with an immersive Infinity-O display, quad camera and long-lasting
battery, the A21s brings must-have innovation at fantastic value.

Un-interrupted viewing pleasure
The Galaxy A21s features Samsung’s signature Infinity-O display with a beautiful 6.5-inch
HD+ screen that creates an un-interrupted visual experience. Whether you are gaming or
watching videos, the 20:9 display ratio coupled with Dolby Atmos audio allows you to
completely immerse yourself.
The A21s continues the exciting design cues of the new Galaxy A series, coming in a range
of vibrant colours that feature a unique 3D Glossy and Hologram effect. The sleek design is
well proportioned and fits comfortably in one hand thanks to its reduced bezels and rounded
corners.

Pushing the boundaries of smartphone photography
The Galaxy A21s comes with a powerful quad camera and intelligent photography
innovations, that make capturing professional-looking images and videos easy. The 48 MP
main camera, along with the 8 MP Ultra Wide camera, lets you capture those breathtaking
landscape shots as intended. The 2 MP Macro camera enables you to take pictures at a
close range, recording detail and clarity that otherwise would have been missed. With the 2
MP Depth camera, the Live Focus feature lets you concentrate on what matters by applying
a professional-looking background effect to photos of people, animals or food you love. To
further personalize your shots, you can use a variety of stamps, filters and face-recognition
based Live stickers.

Powerful performance at your fingertips
The Galaxy A21s features a long-lasting 5,000 mAh battery and 15 W Fast Charging,
allowing you to spend more time playing and scrolling and less time plugged in. With 32GB
of internal storage and an external memory of up to 512 GB, you’ll also be able to capture
memories without worrying about storage space. For added convenience and comfort, the
One UI Core interface enables one-handed navigation and dark mode.
To make daily usage even more seamless, the A21s comes equipped with Face Recognition
and a Fingerprint sensor. Simply hold your phone up to your face to unlock it instantly. The

Face Recognition technology will grant only you access, ensuring that your personal data
won’t ever fall into the wrong hands.
For more information about the Galaxy A21s, visit: www.samsungmobilepress.com,
news.samsung.com/galaxy,
Pricing and availability
The Galaxy A21s will be available to order from June 19th with a price of 209 Euro.
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Galaxy A21s
6.5-inch HD+ TFT
Infinity-O Display(720X1600)
[Rear Camera]
Main: 48 MP, F2.0
Ultra Wide: 8 MP, F2.2
Depth: 2 MP, F2.4
Macro: 2 MP, F2.4
[Front]
13 MP, F2.2
75.3 x 163.7 x 8.9mm
Exynos 850
Octa Core (Quad 2.0 GHz + Quad 2.0
GHz)
3 GB RAM
32 GB Internal Storage (about 21,7
GB available)
Micro SD slot (up to 512GB)
5000 mAh (Typical)
15 W Fast Charging
Rear Fingerprint Scanner
Face Recognition
Black
White
Blue

Screen measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable
area is less due to the rounded corners and the camera cut out.
2
The mAh values refer to the typical value of battery capacity determined under laboratory conditions. The
(minimum) capacity determined according to the relevant standard IEC 61960 is a lower value. Actual battery
life may vary depending on network environment, user behavior, and other factors.
The quick charge function is only available with the included or optional Samsung quick charger.

Über Samsung Electronics
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspiriert Menschen und gestaltet die Zukunft mit Ideen
und Technologien, die unser Leben verbessern. Das Unternehmen verändert die Welt
von Fernsehern, Smartphones, Wearables, Tablets, Haushaltsgeräten, NetzwerkSystemen, Speicher-, Halbleiter- und LED-Lösungen. Entdecken Sie die neuesten
Nachrichten im Samsung Newsroom unter news.samsung.com/de.
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